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I give myself permission to… 

Permis ion Slip

Not have all the answers 
Be scared and lean into the unknown 

Believe that I am enough 
Be nice to myself

s

*Tool From Berne Brown

Sometimes we need to give ourselves permission to 
be our brave authentic selves – to be brave and afraid 
at the same time; permission slips are a way to state 
our intention for how we want to behave.  

For personal permission slips, you are in charge of 
your own behavior – so you’re giving yourself 
permission to feel or act a certain way. It is setting an 
intention for how you want to behave in difficult 
situations.  



Because the circumstances caused by 
COVID-19 are changing drastically every day, 
it is important to check in with yourself 
regularly to see exactly what you need at this 
exact moment. What worked yesterday, 
might not apply today so you must adjust. 

Having a consistent practice of checking in 
with yourself increases self-compassion, inner 
strength and overall physically and mental 
health.

Today I feel … 

Today I need … 

Therefore I’ll do … 

Check-In with Yourself Daily

Tired and dehydrated

More rest and water

Put a water bottle by my desk and  
go to bed at an early hour



Because these are circumstances many of have never 
felt with, when must reassess, identify, communicate 
and honor your new needs during this time. And the 

most successful way to honor our needs is by 
establishing personal boundaries to reenforce them. 

  

Reas es  Your Boundaries

This Might Look Like 
-Take a break from coronavirus conversation  

-More alone time than usual 
- Not reading emails or news at night 
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What I Need Why I Need It

Identify + Create Boundaries
How to Create It

To have space where I am 
not talking about the 

Coronavirus

Because it helps me  
maintain lower stress 
levels and get better 

sleep

Will ask those around 
me to change the 

subject when I feel 
overwhelmed

More time to be outside It makes me feel relaxed 
and present 

I will put time non-
negotiable time on my 
calendar to go for daily 

walks



Know Your Tiggers / Know Your Cures

I Feel Triggered When I Can Avoid It By

I read too many news 
articles at night

Minimizing my time on 
social media + news 

sources

I go to the grocery stores 
and see bare shelves

Order from Imperfect 
Foods and stock my 

pantry

I don’t talk to anyone for 
hours or days

Scheduling digital social 
events in advance

If Triggered, I Can

Take a long bath and 
put my phone on 

airplane mode

Show gratitude for the 
resources I do have

Reach out to a 
dependable friends 

when needed



The challenging emotions arising in this 
moment are here to teach us a lesson - if 

we truly listened, what would they tell us? 

Hold Space For Di ficult Emotions

Writing Prompt 
“Hey [the emotion of your choice], it’s me, [your 
name]. You’re safe and welcome here. I'm here 

to listen. What are you trying to tell me?”

*Tool From Amber Rae
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Gratitude practice is proven to decrease 
depression, increase hope and optimism 
while reducing stress. Even through the 

challenges of life, we always have the choice 
to move from a place of gratitude. 

How To 
Write a list of at least 3 new things you can be 

thankful for or that bring you joy everyday, 
especially when it feels most difficult. 

Continue to Practice Gratitude + Joy 



And take 3 -10 deep breaths. This 
relaxes the nervous system and 
allows you to feel grounded and 
connected to the present moment. 

Bare F et on the Earthe
Stress Releasing Exercise #1



If you are feeling resistant to the current 
reality, focus your energy on manifesting 

a vision and reality that fulfills you. 

Make a Vision Board
Stress Releasing Exercise #2



They will boost your immune system, 
calm your mind and allow for better 

quality sleep.  
Ingredients Include 

Epsom Salts, Baking Soda, Fresh Ginger, 
Rosemary + Eucalyptus Essential Oils 

Daily Detox Baths
Stress Releasing Exercise #3



This Might Look Like 
- Unfollowing accounts that trigger your stress 
- Removing social media apps from your phone  

- Creating a limit to social media daily use 
- Sleeping with your phone in the other room

Social Media Cleanse
Create space in your mind and reduce 

stress triggers by being intentional about 
the content you are consuming.

Stress Releasing Exercise #4


